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HIGH

on an analysis of 300 K data, there is a possibility
that better agreement might be achieved with high1
1
(9) temperature ehstic moduli e1ata. It is unlikely, however, that such large discrepancies could be removed
3V ap - 2T ap)+~ ap =0,
without anomalously large variations in the moduli as
temperature is increased.
if the "constant" is indeed assumed to be constant.
Despite the extensive theoretical treatments, mostly
For the calculation of the relative variation in the
by Gilvarry23 and recently by Babb,24 the Simon equaDebye temperature with pressure,
tion has not proved to be reliable in estimating the
courses of melting curves; it seems to be at best a con1( aJJ)
1 (av)
1 (av",)
(10) venient two-parameter representation for data over an
~ ap 300 K = - 3V ap 300"K Vm
300 o K'
e:-.:plored interval. The Inadequaci es in the theoretical
derivations of the Simon equation are probably due
where tim is the averaged velocity of sound. This
mostly to the inadequacies of the Lindemann relation.
velocity variation with pressure is most conveniently
In addition to the outright failures for the several
computed from the observed elastic moduli variation
elements
''lith liquids more dense than the solids along
by the method presented by Anderson l9 ; although this
the melting curves, the above calculations suggest that
method is less accurate than several others proposed,
Ii ttle confidence can be vested in the relation even
the over-all uncertainty in the calculation is perhaps
insofar as elements as "normal" as copper, silver, and
not much more than the ca. 2% uncertainty in the
gold are concerned. The great difficulty of course is that
elastic moduli data. T aking the zero-pressure, 300 K
this relation efTectively ignores the properties of the
elastic moduli for copper from Schmunk and Smith,~o
liquid
by imputing to it a structure rigidly related to
for silver from Bacon and Smith21 and from Neighbours
that of the solid. This is in inadequate agreement with
and Alers22 and for gold from K eighbours and Alers~2
the data (Table I) which indicate volume changes of
and from Daniels and Smith,18 (l / vm) (avmjap hOO"K is
fusion of 4.60±O.15%, 5.23±0.12% and 5.2-5.7% for
estimated as 3. 9 for Cu, 6. 8 for Ag, and 7.3 for Au in
copper, silver and gold, respectively.
units of (Mbar)-l. The elastic moduli for these solid
elements are not known near the melting points, but
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